









Acqulrlng a gOOd－Sized vocabularyis essentialforlearnlng，and  
subsequently masterlng，any forelgnlanguage・Mutatis肋utandis for  
firstlanguage acquisition（cf．Bradford1990）．It would thus be  
imperative for anylanguagelearner to have a clearidea as to which  
words they should acquirein order to use thelanguage for their own  
purposes．Foruniversitystudents，forinstance，theyshouldideallybe  
able to discernWOrds thattheyneed toexpressthemselves sufficiently  
in English rather than merely to pass examinations for the English  
courses that they are taking・For thoseinvolvedin teaching，On the  
other hand，VOCabulary plays a crucialrolein choosing materials and  
decidingthe ordertoteach them．However，aS Sonoda（1996）notes，  
theimportance of a vocabularylist does not seem to have been  
recognised by thoseinvoIvedin teaching English at universitylevel・  
As a result，there havebeen few substantialvocabularylists proposed  
forlearnersofEnglish：Sonoda（1996）andMasuko etal．（1997）are  
twoofonlyafewexceptions．  
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Given the scarcity of published English vocabulary lists designed 
for university students，it would be appropriate to use some that have  
beenpublishedtoseeiftheyactuallyareusefulforthepurpose（s）for  
Which they have been created．This paper examines the English for  
academic purposes vocabularylist（henceforth EAP Vocabulary）in  
Masukoetal．（1997）andcomparesitwithHokkaidoUniversityEnglish  
Vocabulary List described and discussedin Sonoda（1996）．The  
formeris chosen partlybecauseitis one ofthe fewlists developed for  
SuCh purposes and partly because the author wasinvoIvedinits  
Creation．Theiatteris chosen becauseit was aiso created solely for  
the use ofuniversity students for academic purposes anditis available  
On－1inetoanyoneinterested．   
Ⅰ．Procedure   
I．1VocabularyListstobetJsed  
As stated above，this paper’s main purposeis to examine the  
adequacyoftheEAPVocabularyinMasukoetal．（1997）；HUEVLasin  
Sonoda（1996）wi11beusedasapointofcomparison．  
The thrustofMasuko etal．，s（1997）argumentforproposingthe  
EAP Voeabularyis that on the basis of vocabulary overlapin the  
textbooks of ten disclplines，a Slngle basic vocabularylist suffices for  
Students studying any subjects．In order to create thelist，  
approximately200pages each oftheintroductory textbooksin biology，  
Chemistry，mathematics，physics，anthropology，eCOnOmics，education，  
1inguistics，philosophy and psychology werelnputted and formed a  
database．The resultantlistis created from the database but excludes  
proper nouns，foreign words andJunior HighSchoolVocabulary that  
are asterisked wordsin Zen Eiren Koko Kihon Eitango Katsり・OShu  
（1981）．The frequencyis adjusted to reflect the occurrence of each  
entry（＝token）inlOO，000words．TheEAPlistdoesnotcontainany   
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information concernlngpartOf speech，Which may create some problem  
When assigninglevels of difficulty．Ishallcome back to this point  
Shortly．  
Hokkaido University English Vocabulary List（HUEVL），aS  
describedin Sonoda（1996），WaS Created for students at Hokkaido  
University allof whom wi11have to take the same English test．As  
therewasnoappTOPriatelistpllblishedthen，thoseinvoIvedinteaching  
English at the university decided to compile a newlist．Thelistis  
intended to be“r・eading／recognition vocabuiary’’，and created out of a  
databasewhichcontainswordsin12published vocabularylistsandthe  
frequencyinformation obtained from The1994 Almanac TIME and  
Dei）artment qf Energy Corpusis used toindicate rankingin terms of  
frequency．TheinterestedreaderisreferredtoSonoda（1996）forthe  
detailsofhowthelistwascompiled．HUEVLissimilartotheEAPlist  
in that proper nouns were excluded，andit does notindicate part of  
SpeeChforeachentry，either．   
Ⅰ．2TheTextbooktobeAれalysed   
In order to check whether an English vocabularylistis adequate  
forits purpose，it would be usefulto compareitwith words usediTla  
textbook usedin a university English course．Thatis，SuCh a  
VOCabularylist could be regarded as pertinentifit consisted of a  
vocabularysufficienttoread a（nideally）typicaltextbook usedin an  
English course for first－year university students．For this purpose，  
TheELPReader（1996），thetextbookusedinreadingclassesforfirst－  
yearstudentsatInternationalChristianUniversity（ICU），WaSChosen．  
This was partly becauseit had been rendered machine－readable，thus  
COnVenient to use for my purpose，and partly because the coursein  
which this textbook was used might be considered archetypal of a 
university English courseinJapan．As the course atICUis not  
designed for any particular disclpline but for allthe students enrolled  
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at the university who need further teaching in English to be able to 
attend coursesgivenin English，the textbook should thus serve as a  
good example of a generaトpurpose English textbook．It should be  
notedthatthisisinaccordwiththeclaimmadebyMasukoetal．（1997）  
thatitis not necessary to offer separate English courses specifically  
designedforparticularsubjectsinwhichstudentswilleventuallymaJOr．  
In order to check the appropriateness ofthe EAP Vocabulary，the  
machine－readable version of The ELP Readerwas processed uslng the  
partofspeechtaggercreatedbyEricBrili（cf．Briii1995）．Thetagger  
isprogrammedinperlandworksontheSunOSUNIX．  
In order to be processed by the tagger，punCtuation must be  
removed from the text，and oneline should contain one sentence only．  
Thus，ateXtlikethefollowlng  
I’m usual1yin the house by twenty to six．IfI’ve been organisedin the  
morning，Icollectmykitandgostraightoutagain．  
should bealtered as fo1lows：  
I’musuallyinthehotlSebytwentytosix．  
IfI’ve been organisedin the morning，Icollect my kitand go straight  
Outagaln．  
The tagger was trained with the Brown and WallStr  
COrpOraandreturnsthetextwiththeappropriatetag．Thesampletext  
aboveshouldlooklikethefollowlngaftertagging：  
I／PRP’m／VPB usually／RBin／IN the／DT house／NN by／IN twenty／CD  
to／TO six／CD．／．  
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The tags which the Bri11tagger asslgnS tO eaChlexicalitem are  
abbreviationsofpartsofspeechasinthefollowingtable：  
Tablel：TheBr・i11Tags  
CC  coordinatingconJunCtion   CD  cardinalnumber   
DT  determiner   EX  existential“there   
IN  prepositionorsubordinatingcon－ unCtion   
FW  forelgnWOrd  
J   
JJ   adjective   JJR  COmparativeadjective   
JJS  Superlativeadjective   LS  listitemmarker   
MD  modal   NN singular or mass noun 
NNS  pluralnoun   NⅣP  Singularpr－OpernOun   
NNPS  pluralpropernoun   PDT  predeterminer   
POS  possessiveending   PRP  personalpronoun   
PRP＄  possessivepronoun   RB adverb   
RBR  COmparativヒadverb   RBS  Superlativeadverb   
RP  particle   SYM  Symbol   
TO  “to”   UH  inter）eCtion   
VB  base・formverb   VBD  past－tenSeVerb   
VBG gerund or present participle VBN  past－participleverb   
VBP  non－third一perSOnSingularpresent verb  VBZ   third－perSOnSingularpresentverb   
WDT  wh－determiner   1ⅣP  Wん－prOnOun   




Treebankoris notin the Penn Treebank style，itassumes the word to  
be a noun，Orifitis capitalised，itwillbe classified as a proper noun．  
Therearesomeothercues，SuChasaffixesandco1location，thatareused  
to guess the mostlikely tag．For those strategleS for tagglng WOrds，  
theinterested readeris referredtoBrill（1995）．The accuracyofthe  
taggeris assumed to be 96－97％．It，unfortunately，CannOt handle  
tokenization，Whichmustbedonemanua11yand，aSalreadymentioned，it  
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has a heuristic which assigns the tag NNP（proper noun）to an  
unknown capitalised word．This meant，forinstance，that the place  
nameHomgRbngwouldbeprocessed astwoseparateNNPs．Similarly，  
the tagger might consider the same wordin upper andlower cases as  
different words（possibly one NN and one NNP）；man and Man，for  
example，might thus belisted as two distinct entries．These cases had  
tobemanuallycollated．   
Ⅱ．TheLexicalTokensthatAppearedFrequently  
Words appearlngln TheELPReaderwere a11tagged by the Brill  
taggerasdescribedintheprevioussection・Theywerethensortedby  
frequency・Unlike the EAP Vocabulary and HUEVL，prOper nOunS  
Were nOt eliminated from the resultantlist．Similarly，inflected forms  
Were nOt COmbinedinto a slngle citation form．This was simply  




The purpose of this study was to examine the appropriateness of  
the EAP Vocabularylist as alist of vocabularyitems which would  
enable university students to read a typICaltextbook usedin the first－  
Or SeCOnd－year COurSe．It seems appropriate，then，tO focus onlexical  
items that appeared frequently．A word that appeared only few times  
in the textcould be considered notsoimportant for understandingthe  
textin question・Thus，Idecided tolook atthoseitems that appeared  
morethan20timesin TheELPReader TheresultisgiveninTable2．  
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Table2：TokensAppearingMorethan20Times  
Entry  POS  Freq  Cat  Ht7   
which   WDT  165  JH   
COmmunication  NN  164  EAP（A）  2   
these   DT  164  JH   
may   MD  156  JH   
world   NN  151  JH   
about   IN  149  JH   
Only   RB  147  JH   1   
his   PRP＄  145  JH   
neW   ∬  145  JH   
1ife   NN  136  JH   
such   国  ！3隻＿  嬰 1   
WaS   VBD  1吾i  JH   
would   MD  131  JH   
who   WP  129  JH   
PRP  128  丁目  
because   IN  123′  JH   1   
also   RB  122  JH   
do   VBP  121  JH   
uSe   NN  115  JH   
those   DT  114  JH   
Cultures   NNS  113  EAP（A）事  3●   
most   RBS  113  JH   
nO   DT  110  JH   1   
SO   RB  110  JH   1   
propaganda  NN  108  4   
research  NN  107  EAP（A）  2   
perception  NN  106  EAP（B）  3   
them   PRP  104  JH   1   
Were   MD  104  JH   1■   
how   WRB  103  川   
into   IN  103  JH   1   
been   VBN  101  JH   1‘   
any   DT  98  川   
eVen   RB  97  JH   
much   96  JH   
See   VB  96  JH   
her   PRP＄  93  JH   1   
many   92  JH   1   
its   PRP＄  91  JH   
StateS   NNS  91  JH   
argument  NN  90  EAP（A）  2   
Culture   NN  90  EAP（A）  3   
then   RB  90  JH   
there   EX  89  JH   
Entry  POS  Freq  C且t  HU   
the   DT  4406  JH   
of   IN  2787  JH   1   
and   CC  2134  JH   
to   TO  1950  JH   
n   IN  1544  JH   1   
a   DT  1518  JH   
s   VBZ  1170  JH   1●   
that   IN  1026  JH   
are   VBP  632  JH   1   
for   IN  578  JH   
Or   CC  577  JH   1   
aS   IN  553  JH   
PRP  536  JH   1   
be   VB  535  JH   1   
from   IN  470  JH   
by   IN  435  JH   
On   IN  424  JH   
with   IN  373  JH   1   
We   PRP  367  JH   
not   RB  350  JH   
have   VBP  345  
yOu   PRP  340  JH   
an   DT  314  JH   
this   DT  294  JH   
they   PRP  291  JH   1   
will   MD  290  JH   
mOre   〃R  265  JH   
what   WP  262  JH   1   
Can   MD  239  JH   
but   CC  236  JH   
One   CD  234  JH   1   
people   NNS  224  JH   
at   IN  214  JH   
has   VBZ  206  JH   1   
other   ∬  200  JH   
IN  198  JH   
all   DT  197  JH   
their   PRP＄  190  JH   
than   IN  183  JH   1 
he   PRP  178  JH   
Our   PRP＄  174  JH   
when   WRB  173  JH   
human   同  167  EAP（A）  2 
SOme   DT  167  JH   
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perSOn   NN  88  JH   1   
Sl10uld  MD  88  JH   1  
energy   NN  87  EAP（A）  2   
make   VB  87  JH   
euthanasia  NN  86  
uS   PRP  86  JH   1   
Way   NⅣ  86  JfI   
facts   NNS  85  EAP（A）●  1●   
two   CD  85  1   
united   NNP  85  EAP（A）●  2●   
yOur   PRP＄  85  JH   
American  84  JH  
She   PRP  84  JH   
eacl】   DT  82  JH   
OWn   〃   79  JH   
Out   IN   78  JH   
SOCiety   NN  78  EAP（A）  2   
first   ∬   77  JH   
social   ∬   77  EAP（A）  2   
death   NN  75  JH   2   
nOW   RB  75  JH   
time   NN  75  JH   
figure   NN  74  EAP（A）  1   
less   JJR  74  JH●   
botll   DT  73  Jfi   
1ike   IN   71  JH   
COnSumption  NN  70  EAP（C／B）  3   
between   IN   69  JH   
must   MD  69  
had   VBD  67  JH   1●   
prOCeSS   NN  67  EAP（A）  2   
example   NN  66  EAP（A）  ロ   
know   VB  66  JH   1  
pOWer   NN  66  EAP（A）  1   
biomedical  65  
does   VBZ  65  JH   1●  
information  NN  65  EAP（A）  2   
perCent   NN  65  EAP（A）  凶   
used   VBN  64  JH   
behavior  NⅣ  63  EAP（A）  2   
Same   ∬   63  JH   
tbrough   IN   63  JH   1  
York   NNP  63  
intercultural  ∬   62  
Entry  POS  Freq  Cat  HU   
meaning  NN  62  JH●   2   
another   DT  61  JH   1   
nol】Verbal  ∬   60  IEAP（町】  I3●J   
just   RB  59  JH   
where   WRB  59  JH   1   
high   ∬   58  JH   1   
materials  ⅣⅣS  58  EAP（A）■  Z－   
different  〃   57 JH   
U，S．   NNP  57  JR’  
Very   RB  57  JH   
need   NN  56  JH   
COuld   MD  55  JH   1   
evidence  NN  55  EAP（A）  2   
とbree   CD  55  
Object   NN  54  EAP（A）  2   
0Ver   IN   54  JH   1   
without   IN   54  JH   1   
WOrds   ⅣⅣS  54  JH●   1◆   
COuntries  NNS  53  JH－   1●   
often   RB ．  53  JH   
values   NNS  53  EAP（A）‘  1●   
fact   NN  52  EAP（A）  b   
future   NN  52  JH   2  
1anguage  NN  52  JH   1   
】jl（ely   ∬   52  EAP（A）  2   
well   RB  52  JH   1   
after   IN  51  JH   
made   VBN  51  JⅣ   1●   
my   PRP應  5ユ  JH   
up   IN   51  JH   
today   NN  50  JH   
CaSe  NN  49  JH   
good   ∬   49  JH   
might   MD  49  JH’   1   
CannOt   MD  48  JH－  1●   
questions  NNS  48  JH◆   1●   
knowledge  NN  47  EAP（A）  2   
moral   47  EAP（A）  2   
nuclear   ∬   47  EAP（A）  3   
yearS   ⅣⅣS  47  JH■   1◆   
meanS   VBZ  46  JH－   1●   
patient   NN  46  EAP（A）  2   
population  NN  46  EAP（A）  2   
Americans  NNS  45  JH●  
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help   VB  37  JH   1   
national   ∬  37  JH   2   
point   NN  37  JH   
possible  ∬   37  EAP（A）  2   
reader   NN  37  JH／Z■   2   
view   NN  37  EAP（A）  2   
Washington  NNP  37  JH  
Why   WRB  37  JH   
interpretation  NN  36  EAP（B／A）  3   
SOurCe   NN  36  EAP（A）  2   
Student   NN  36  JH   1   
abortion  NN  35  4   
differences  NNS  35  JH●   2■   
drawlng  VBG  35  JH●   1●   
find   VB  35  JH   
food   NN  35  JH   
great   ∬   35  JH   1   
1ive   VB  35  JH   1   
needs   VBZ  35  JH●   1●   
perceptions  NNS  35  EAP（B）●  3●   
Set   VBN  35  JH   
Shopplng  NN  35  JH●   1●   
using   VBG  35  JH●   1●   
don’t   MD  34  JH●   1●   
man   NN  34  JH   
material   NN  34  EAP（A）  2   
p・   NN  34  JH●   1■   
picture   NN  34  JH   
public   34  EAP（A）  ロ   
second   34  JH   
Selection  NN  34  EAP（A）  3   
Slanting   VBG  34  3◆   
Study   NN  34  JH   
Water   NN  34  JH   1   
Charged   VBN  33  EAP（A●）  2●   
found   VBD  33  JH◆   1●   
given   VBN  33  JH◆   1●   
law   NN  33  JH   2   
perceived  VBN  33  EAP（A）●  3●   
plants   NNS  33  JH●   1－   
Seen   VBN  33  JH●   1◆   
SuppOrt   NN  33  EAP（A）  2   
though   CC  33  JH   
yet   RB  33  JH   
Entry  POS  Freq  Cat  HU   
however  RB  45  EAP（A） ロ  
thus   RB  45  JH   2   
times   NNS  45  JH●   1●   
assumption  NN  44  EAP（A／B）  3   
claim   NN  44  EAP（A）  2   
COnteXt   NN  44  EAP（B）  
question  NN  44  JH   
rather   RB  44  EAP（A）  ロ
year   NN  44  JH   
before   IN   43  JH   
Children  NNS  43  JH   1   
eVery   DT  43  JH   
Say   VBP  43  JH   
Subjects   NNS  43  JH●   2●   
based   VBN  42  EAP（A）●  1●   
Certain   ∬   42  EAP（A）  ロ   
grOup   NN  42  JH   
number   NN  42  JH   
part   NN  42  
since   IN  42  JH   
things   NNS  42  JH●   1● 
university  NN  42  EAP（A）  2   
agalnSt   IN   40  JH   
PaSt   ∬   40  JH   1   
right   NN  40  JH   
Simply   RB  40  EAP（A）  2   
being   VBG  39  JH●  2   
COme   VB  39  JH   
others   NNS  39  JH●   1■   
too   RB  39  JH   
while   IN   39  JH   
always   RB  38  JIi   1   
COuntry   NN  38  JH   
important  田   38 JH   
issue   NN  38  EAP（A）  2   
1egal   〃   38  EAP（A）  2   
personal  ∬   38  EAP（A）  2   
SOmething  NN  38  JH   1   
State   NN  38  JH   
take   VB  38  JH   
whether   IN   38  EAP（A）  ロ  
WOmen   NNS  38  JH   1●   
billion   CD  37  2   
COurSe   NN   37  JH   
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act   NN  32  JH   
around   fⅣ  32  
end   NN  32  JH   
enough   32  JH   
衰ve   VB  32  JH   
perceive  VB  32  EAP（A）  3   
probably  RB  32  EAp（A）  匂   
reSOurCeS  NNS  32  EAP（B／A）●  2●   
SpeCific   〃  32  EAP（A）＃  2   
third   32  
already   RB  31  JH   
CarS   NNS  31  JH●   1●   
conclusion  NN  31  EAP（A）  匂   
COntrOl   NN  31  EAP（A）  2   
depth   ⅣN  31  EAP（A）  2   
eCOnOmlC  ∬   31  EAP（A）  2   
four   CD  31  
hj刀l   PRP  31  JH   
1SSueS   NNS  31  EAP（A）●  2事   
major   31  EAP（A）  2   
Objects   NNS  31  EAP（A）●  2●   
paper   NN  31  JH   
per   IN   31  EAP（A）  2   
Side   NN  31  JH   
WOrk   NN  31  JH   
become   VB  30  JH   
cultural   30  EAP（A）  匂   
earth   NN  30  JH   
long   30  JH   
neVer   RB  30  JH   
preSS   NN  30  EAP（A）  2   
Subject   NN  30  JH   2   
uSeS   VBZ  30  JH●   1●   
value   NN  30  EAP（A）  b   
WayS   NNS  30  JH●   1●   
writer   NN  30  EAP（A）  2   
believe   VBP  29  JH   
COnSent   NⅣ  29  3   
definition  NN  29  EAP（A）＃  3   
growth   NN  29  EAP（A）  2   
medical   〃   29  EAf〉（A）  2   
men   NNS  29  JH   1●   
potential  29  EAP（A／B）  3   
prlVate   29  EAP（A）  2   
En仕y  POS 恥eq  Cat 浬Ⅳ   
psychologlCal  29  EAP（B）  3   
reporrt   ⅣN  29  JfI   
SenSe   NN  29  EAP（A）  2   
technology  NN  29  EAP（A）  3   
Wal】t   VBP  29  JH   
according VBG  28  EAP（A）  2   
attitudes NNS  28  EAP（A）●  2●   
bear   VB  28 EAP（A）  2   
class   NN  28－  JH   
Clearly   RB  28  EAP（A）  2   
during   IN   28  JH   
examples  NNS  28  EAP（A）一  1◆   
fetus   NN  28  
figures   NNS  28  EAP（A）●  1●   
get V8  28  JH   1   
institute   NN  28  EAP（A）  3   
international  28  EAP（A）  2   
Japan   NNP  28  JH  
me  PRP  28  JH   
passive   ∬   28  EAP（A）  3   
practice   NN  28  JH   2   
SayS   VBZ  28  JH●   1●   
SeVeral   28  JH   1   
Similar   28  EAP（A）  2   
technologleS  NNS  28  EAP（A）■  3■   
te11   VB  28  JH   
think   VBP  28  JH   
understand  Ⅴ月  28  J王I   
扉ithin   IN   28  EAP（A）’  n   
WOrd   NN  28  JH   
advertising  NN  27  2■   
air   NN  27  JH   
basic   ∬   27  EAP（A）  2   
genetic   27  EAP（C）  4   
highly   RB  27  EAP（A）  2   
Japanese  27  JH  
prlnClple  NN  27  EAP（A）  2   
problems  NⅣS  27  EAP（A）●  1■   
sometimes RB  27  JH   1   
SyStemS   NNS  27  EAP（A■）  1◆   
taken   V8N  27  JfI   1■   
therefore  RB  27  EAP（A）  ロ   
truth   NN  27  EAl）（A）  2   
WaSte   NN  27  EAP（A）  2  
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development  NN  26  EAP（A）  2   
down   RB  26  JH   
either   DT  26  JH   
emphasis  NN  26  EAP（A）  3   
1east   JJS  26  JH●   1   
1evel   NN  26  EAP（A）  2   
paSSage   NN  26  EAP（A）  2   
under   IN   26  J廿   
audience  NN  25  EAP（A）  2   
done   VBN  25  JH◆   1●   
far   RB  25  JH   
form   NN  25  JH   
government  NN  25  EAP（A）  B   
itself   PRP  25  EAP（A）  2   
1arge   25  JH   1   
living   VBG  25  JH－   1●   
makes   VBZ  25  JH‘   1●   
nature   NN  25  JH   2   
particular  25  EAP（A）  2   
place   NN  25  JH   
policy   NN  25  EAP（B／A）  2   
problem   NN  25  EAP（A）  B   
result   NN  25  EAP（A）  B   
rights   NNS  25  JH●   1■   
Simple   25  JH   2   
SuStainable  25  
anSWer   NN  24  JH   
body   NN  24  JH   1   
COmmOn   24  EAP（A）  n   
eCOnOmy  NN  24  EAP（A）  2   
family   NN  24  JH   
followlng  VBG  24  JH   1■  
general   JJ   24 EAP（A）  1   
Hall   NNP  24  
jl】deed   RB  24  EAf〉（A）  2   
informed  VBN  24  EAP（A）●  2●   
1ittle   24  JH   1   
million   CD  24  EAP（A）’  1   
natural   ∬   24  JH   2   
negative  24  EAP（A）  2   
OrganS   NNS  24  EAP（A）●  2●   
political   24  EAP（A）  2   
positive   〃  24  EAP（A）  2   
put   VB  24  JH   
駄打y  POS  Freq  Cat  ＃U   
quality   NN  24  EAP（A）  2   
self   NN  24  EAP（A）＃  3   
Show   NN  24  JH   
SOCieties NNS  24  EAP（A●）  2●   
Split   VBN  24  EAP（A）  2   
Statistical  24  EAP（C）  4   
still   RB  24  JH   1   
a王ong   JⅣ   23  
although  IN  23  EAP（A）  ロ   
arguments  NNS  23  EAP（A）●  2●   
available  23  EAP（A）  2   
CauSe   NN  23  EAP（A）  n   
CenterS   NNS  23  JH●   1●   
Century   NN  23  EAP（A）  2   
Change   NN  23  JH   
CueS   NNS  23  4■   
day   NN  23  JH   1   
did   VBD  23  JH   1●   
expect   VBP  23  JH   2   
feel   VB  23  JH   
global  23  3   
here  RB  23  JH   1   
interpret  VB  23  EAP（A）  3   
patterns  NNS  23  EAP（A）’  1●   
PerSOnS   NNS  23  JH●   1●   
pp・   NNS  23  JH●   1●   
preserlt   ∬  23  JH   
treatment  NN  23  EAP（A）  2   
active   22  EAP（A）  2   
actually RB 22  EAP（A）  2   
assumptions  NNS  22  EAP（A／B）■  3●   
bears   VBZ  22  EAP（A）●  2   
CauSed   VBN  22  EAP（A）●  1●   
Changes   NNS  22  JH●   1－   
Curiosity  NN  22  丑AP（A）  3   
dog  NN  22  JH   
dying   VBG  22  JH－   1■   
environmental  22  EAP（C）  3   
ethics   NN  22  EAP（B／C）  
experience  NN  22  EAP（A）  2   
hunters  NNS  22  EAP（B／A）●  4●   
instead   RB  22  EAP（A）  2   
jllterperSOllal  〃   22  
JOurnal   NN  22  EAP（A）  3   
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Entry  POS  preq  Cat  HU  Shown  VBN  20  JH－  1●  themselves  PRP  20  JH  2  
Entry  POS  Freq  Cat  HU   
look   VB  22  JH   
making   VBG  22  JH●   1◆   
recent   22  EAP（A）  2   
Said   VBD  22  JH●   1◆   
SOurCeS   NNS  22  EAP（A）●  2●   
toward   IN   22  JH   
try   VB  22  JH   
understanding  NN  22  JH●   1■   
America  NNP  21  JH  
amOng   IN   21  JH   
asked   VBD  21  JH●   1●   
becomes   VBZ  21  JH●   1●   
better   JJR  21  JH   
brain   NN  21  EAP（A）  2   
Called   VBN  21  JH●   1◆   
data   NNS  21  EAP（A）  3   
difficult   21  JH   
experiences  NNS  21  EAP（A）●  2●   
few   21  JH   
individual  21  EAP（A）  2   
individualistic  21  
persuasive  田   21 4   
September  NNP  21  
Sufferlng  VBG  21  EAP（A）●  2●   
Worldwatch  NNP  21  
WrOng   21  JH   
annual   20  EAP（A）  3   
back   RB  20  JH   1   
beliefs   NNS  20E  AP（A）●  2－   
bureau   NN  20  3   
Center   NN  20  JH   
code   NN  20  EAP（A）  3   
COllege   NN  20  JH   
COntaCt   NN  20  EAP（A）  3   
Current   20  EAP（A）  2   
ethical   20  EAP（B）  4   
Europe   NNP  20  
five   CD  20  
instance NN  20  EAP（A）  2   
light   NN  20  JH   1   
next   20  JH   
Order   NN  20  JH   
pictorial  田   20 4   
Seem   VB  20  JH   
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The first column contains tokens that occurred more than twenty  
times，followedbytheBrilltagindicatingpartofspeech（POS）ofeach  
token．Thethirdcolumnisthefrequency（Freq）ofeachin TheELP  
ReaderlWhichwascomputedbytheperlprogramattachedtothetagger．  
Cat（Category）showswhetheragiventokenwasincluqedinZenEiren  
Koko RuonEitangoKatsuyoshu（1981）with an asterisk，Or the EAP  
Vocabulary．Intheformer case，JIIappearsinthefourthcolumn．In  
the case of thelatter，EAP and，in parentheses，thelevelof difficulty  
giveninKe吻ushabNewCollegeEnglish座aneseDictionaYy（1994）and  
5如gαゐ据ゑα常エβα門礪γゝP和gケ℃ぶぶ五γβ且喝′由九一座α鋸ぶg加地彿叩（1982）；if  
Only oneletterisgivenin parentheses，it means the two dictionaries  
assign the token the samelevelof difficulty；if twoletters appear，  
Kenbushahsgivenfirstand Shogakukan与follows．See Masuko etal・  
（1997）fortheassignmentofthelevelsofdifficultybasedonthesetwo  
dictionaries．The finalcolumn，HU，indicates whether the tokenis  
includedin HUEVL，andifso，thenumber showsthelevelofdifficulty，  
Whichissummarisedinthefollowing：  
lWordsthatshouldhavebeenlearntatjuniorhighschool（772  
words）   
2 Wordsthatshouldhavebeenlearntatseniorhighschool（1780  
words）  
3 Words that are considered necessary 壬or taking11niversity  
entranceexaminations（2042words）  
4 Wordsthatareconsideredessentialforuniversitystudents  
5 Wordsforadvanceduniversitystudents   
（basedonSonoda1996）   
SeeSonoda（1996）fortheprocedureoflevelassignmentandwhateach  
levelexactly means．Asterisksin thelast two columnsindicate that  
tokens are not exactly the same as those that appear in the EAP 
Vocabulary and／or HUEVL；this usually means that they are derived  
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ⅠⅤ．Discussion  
As Table2shows，amOng the486tokens that appeared more than  
20timesin The ELP ReadeYlthe majority，i．e．453，Wereincludedin  
both the EAP Vocabulary and HUEVL．Those that are not aregiven  
below．Expressionsin parenthesesin the second and third groups  
show thelevelof difficultyin HUEVL and the EAP Vocabulary，  
respectively．   
NeitherintheEAPVocabularynorHUEVL（11tokens）   
biomedical euthanasia fetus  Hall  intercu！tural  
individualisticinterpersonalnonverbalSeptember sustainable   
Worldwatch  
NotintheEAPVocabulary（14tokens）   
abortion（4） advertising（2）billion（2）bureau（3）consent（3）   
five（1）   four（1）   global（3）persuasive（4）pictorial（4）   




Ofthefirstgroup，Halland Wbrldwatcharepropernounsthatwere  
excludedby the twovocabularylists；Sei）tember，thenameofthemonth，  
was also eliminatedin theselists．This meansthat8tokens only need  
tobeexamined：biomedical，euthanasia，juus，inteYruliumLindividualistic  
五彿fβゆg柑0彿αヱ，循〃循γβγあαgandぶ伽ざね古雅αあJg．  
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In the EAP Vocabulary，numerals and related expressions were  
Omitted．The relevant expressionsin the second group，then，are  
biuion jbur，jive，third and three，ThisleaveslOitems：abortion，  
α血gγぬ五堀 わ祉γgα伽，C㈹ぶβ弗らgわ∂αん♪β得伽α5五γβ，♪五cわわαJ，少坤αgα弗血and  
5／（川J．  
In HUEVL，On the other hand，place names and related adjectives  
Were eXCluded．Only oneitem remains that needs to be considered：  
β才ん五cざ．  
Now what does this allmean？Firstof all，itshould be noted that  
180ut Of486is only3．70％．The fact that93．21％of the tokens  
occurring more than20timesisincludedin the EAP Vocabulary as  
wellas HUEVL suggests that the vocabularylists doincludelexical  
items that play animportant rolein reading an English textbook at  
universitylevel．It should be noted also that3420ut Of453tokens  
（75・50％）were those that are？Steriskedin Koko Kihon Eitango  
Katsuyoshu（1981）and are namedJunior HighSchooIVocabularyin  
Masukoetal．（1997）．Itmayfo1lowfromthisthatifstudentsmastered  
allofthematjuniorhighschool，theywouldhaveonlyafewnewwords  
to acqulrein order to read a textbook at university．Unfortunately，  
however，OWlng tO reductionsin the size of the suggested vocabulary  
listbytheMinistryofEducation，atyplCaluniversitystudentnowadays  
Willnot be taught allof theJunior High．SchoolVocabularyitems at  
Jtlniorhighschool．  
Nowletuslookclosely atthosethatwerenotincludedin the EAP  
Vocabulary but occurred more than 20 timesin The ELP Reader：  
αわ0γ細物α血gγ才五5宜堀∂わ肌ed五cα乙わ混作α玖Cα柁ぶg彿ちg伽f九α彿αぶわ，々才眈ざ，gわ加沈  
古雅才β作％血相ヱ，宜弗d五γ宜血αJ宜ざ掠，五死方β坤β得0彿α′，鶴8彿γgγあαg，♪β作況αぶ宜γβ，ク五cわわαJ，  
Pr坤aganda，Slant and sustainable．These17can be dividedinto three  
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sub－grOupS‥（i）subject－SpeCificterms，（ii）derivationalitemsand（iii）  
others．（i）includes abortion euthanasia and juus，Which are used  
predominantlyin medicalsciences and related areas；and persuasive，  
pr坤aganda and possibly slanたWhich are related to rhetoric．（ii）  
consists of 7items－biomedical，global，intercultural，in  
inteゆeYSOnal，nOnVerbaland sustainable－Whose stems areincludedin  
the EAP Vocabulary．Thatis，medical，globe，CultuYal，individual，  
Penonal，Verbaland sustainare EAP Vocabularyitems・Ifbasic word  
formation and parts of words（i．e．affixes and stems）were to be  
taught at senior highschoolor university，theselexicalitems willnot  
presentmuchdifficultytostudents．Anotherword，Pictorial，COuldalso  
be addedtothisgroup，althoughitismoredifficulttoinfer thatthisis  
an adjectivalform ofpictuYethan，Say，individualisticis an adjectiveof  
individual．Theremainingthreeitems（advertisinglbureauandconseni）  
appearcommonandeasyenoughtobepartoftheEAPVocabularyand  
there seems to be nologicalreason for their exclusion；it must have  
been an accident．The oneitem that was notincludedin HUEVL，  
ethics，COuld be classified as subject specific and that explainsits  
absencein thelist．  
Thus，it would follow from this that the EAP Vocabulary－and  
also HUEVL－does executeits task of providing vocabulary that  
would be usefulfor university students who are beginning studyln  
various subjects．The validity of this claim rests on the assumption  
that The ELP Readen the textbook used as the yardstick，isindeed  
appropriate for auniversity－1evelEnglish course．Lookingatthesame  
thingfromtheotherdirection，iftheEAPVocabulary（andHUEVLfor  
thatmatter）couldbeconsideredavocabularylistprovidingwordsthat  
are sufficient to readintroductory textbooks at university，The ELP  
Readerwould，in turn，be regarded as suitable for the purposeit was  
designed toserve．  





Thework reportedhereisfarfromcomplete．Asmentionedinthe  
previoussection，thevalidityofthestudyrestsontheassumptionofthe  
appropriateness of a textbook usedin the analysIS．Examination of  
more textbooks would thus be needed to test whether the EAP  
VocabularyListisappropriate．  
Anotherissue thatislurking behind this studyis asslgnment Of  
levels of difficulty．As can be seen from Table2，thelevels assigned  
do vary from one vocabularylist or dictionary to another．More  
details could befoundin Masuko etal．（1997）and Sonoda（1996）．In  
addition，in many cases，the asslgnment Oflevels seems to me to be  
rather arbitrary．In HUEVL，forinstance，SOmetimesis classified asI  
Whilstsometimeis4；huntis2and hunteris4；makeislbutmakeris3．  
Thetwolexicalitemsin each pair donotappear slgnificantly different，  
and yet they are regarded as being differentin terms of complexity．  





Thertotalof14readings areincludedin this textbook compiled by those who  
teachin the English Language Program（ELP）at theInternationalChristian  
University，Tokyo．The bibliographicinformation of each readingis glVen  
below；it willexplain why certainlexicalitems appeared much more freqtlently  
than othersin Table2．  
Morgan，E．S．（n．d．）what Every Yale Freshman Should Know．Public  
domain．   
Barna，L．M．（1988）stumblingBlocksinInterculturalCommunication．InL．  
Samover ＆ R．Porter（eds．）IntercuuunlCbmmunication：A Reader．  
WadsworthPublishingCompany．  
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Andersen，P．（1988）ExplainingInterculturalDifferencesin Nonverbal  
Communication．In L．Samover ＆ R．Porter（eds．）  
Communication：AReader WadsworthPublishingCompany，   
Hefferman，J．A．W．＆J．E．Lincoln（1990）persuasionandArgument．From  
Writimg：A CollegeHandbook．W．W．Norton＆CoリInc．   
Cross，D．W．（1982）TheAnalysisofPropaganda．From即eakingqfWords：A  
LanguageReadeYISecondEdition．Holt，Reinhart＆Winston．   
Larson，C．U．（1989）The Techniques of Propaganda．From Persuasion：  
RecePtionandResponsibili妙 WadsworthPublishingCompany．   
During，A．（1991）AskingHowMuchisEnough．From TheStateqftheⅥ匂rld  
1991．W．W．Norton＆CoリInc．   
Brown，L．R．，C．Flavin andS．Postel（1991）visionofaSustainableWorld．  
From Thel穐rldwatch Reader on GlobalEnviYOnmentalIssues．W．W．  
Norton＆Co．，Inc．   
Fisher，A．（1987）perception of Self．From hueゆersonalCommunication：  
PngmaticsqfHwmanRelationshゆs．McGrawHi11．   
Birk，N．andG．Birk（1982）selection，Slanting，andChargedLanguageFrom  
即eakiwqflγ8rds：A LanguageReadeY．Second Edition．Holt，Reinhart  
＆Winston．   
Deregowski，J．B．（1972）pictorialPerception and Culture．From Scientific  
American：Object，hnageandIllusion．ScientificAmerican，Inc・   
MeFaul，T．R．（1978）BiomedicalIssues for the Future．From Handbook  
几IureResearch．GreenwoodPublishingGroup．   
01son，S．（1989）EthicalConsiderationsintheUseofHumanMaterials．From  
Shqping the Future：Biology and肋刑an Values．NationalAcademy of  
Sciences，Washington，D．C．   
Wennberg，R．B．Euthanasia：AnIntroduction．From TerminalChoices：  
Euthanasia，Suicide，and the Right to Die．W．B．Eerdmans Publishing  
Company．  
B．Tokensthatoccurredmorethan5timesinTheELPReader   
18－19（51WORDS）  
authority NN 19 average JJ 19 considerVB19  discussionNN19  
distance NN19  elementsNNS19 explainVB19  feelingsNNS19  
goVB19  HofstedeNNP19 ki11ingVBG19 landNN19  
modernJJ19  nearlyRB19  patients NNS 19 perspective NN 19 
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mean VB 18 
perhapsRB18  
statements NNS 18 
voluntary JJ 18 
1‘－17（70WORDS）  
CapitaNNS17  
emotional JJ 17 
forces NNS 17 
include VBP 17 
mercyNN17  




basis NN 16 
ed．JJ16  
follow VB 16 
identify VB 16 




sure JJ 16 
15（47WORDS）  
abstractJJ15  
car NN 15 
decision NN 15 




vitro FW 19 
CaliforniaNNP18  
hand NN 18 
involves VBZ 18 
members NNS 18 
pictures NNS 18 
television NN 18 
West NNP 18 
testNN19  
association NN 18 
experimentationNN18  
India NNP 18 
mass NN 18 
patternNN18  
reason NN 18 
variousJJ18  




kind NN 18 
nations NNS 18 
practicesNNS18  
turn VB 18 
westernJJ18  




nor CC 17 
situation NN 17 
takes VBZ 17 
tryingVBG17  
answers NNS 16 
census NNP 16 
efficientJJ16  
forms NNS 16 
influence NN 16 
meaningsNNS16  
COmmunityNN17  
event NN 17 









friends NNS 16 




homes NNS 17 




voiume NN 17 
AugustNNP16  
die VB 16 
especiallyRB16  






painNN16  powerfulJJ16  
reallyRB16  rea o sNNS16  
someone NN16   statistics NN16  
yearbookNN16  
affectVB15  area NN 15 
CitiesNNS15  companyNN15  
degreeNN15  developedVBN15  
doingVBG15   elseRB15  
face NN15  field NN 15 
havingVBG15  homeNN15  





increase NN15  
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war NN15   
14（‘5WORDS）  
accountNN14  
am VBP 14 
cited VRD 14 
details NNS 14 
estimate NN 14 
expressedVBN14  
goesVBZ14  




scholars NNS 14 
shallMD14  
table NN 14 
whole JJ 14 
13（7‘WORDS）  
againRB13  








laws NNS 13 
meetVB13  
0ffice NN13  




Samovar NNP 15 
three－dimensionalJJ15  
whatever WDT 15 
needed VBN15   0neS NNS15  
PorterNNP15  positionNN15  
productsNNS15 purposeNN15  
scholarNN15  smileNN15  
transportationNN15 travelNN15  
Orth∬15  
allows VBZ 14 
biologicalJJ14  
c旦a主ms NNS14  
drive NN 14 
ever RB 14 
FebruaryNNP14  
inference NN 14 
modelNN14  
0Ⅹford NNP14  
pollutionNN14  
remember VB 14 
search NN 14 
shortJJ14  
U．N．NNP14  
alone RB 14 











students NNS 14 
whereasIN14  
action NN 14 
awayRB14  
c呈tizens NNS14  
dilemmas NN 14 
estimates NNS 14 
failVB14  
includingVBG14  
mind NN 14 




share NN 14 
thingNN14  
argueVBP13  
climate NN 13 
differ VBP 13 
easilyRB13  
existVB13  
fetuses NNS 13 
greaterJJR13  




organ NN 13 
allowed VBN 13 
beginVB13  
cross－CulturalJJ13  











deb te NN 13 
dogmaNN13  




know  VBN 
manipulationNN13  
neither DT 13 
0pinionsNNS13  
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policiesNNS13  
rate NN 13 
respectNN13  





received VBD 13 







sales NNS 13 
situations NNS 13 








told VBD 13 
writingVBG13  
12（80WORDS）  
abortus NN 12 













later RB 12 












bring VB 12 
achieve VB 12 
allow VB 12 
begunVBN12  
built V8Ⅳユ2  
characteristicsNNS12  
create VB 12 
difficultyNN12  
equallyRB12  
families NNS 12 
impactNN12  




read VB 12 
selected VBN 12 




callVB12  came VBD 12 
communicateVB12concern NN12  
crime NN12  deduction NN 12 
dimensionsNNS12 eastJJ12  
eugenicsNN12  eventsNNS12  
fina11yRB12  
induction NN 12 





size NN 12 
stress NN 12 
frequentlyRB12  
JulyNNP12  
learned VBD 12 
move NN 12 
plainJJ12  
quotedVBN12  
science NN 12 
slanted VBN 12 
SuggeStSVBZ12  
technologicalJJ12 TimesNNP12  
tree NN 12 whoseWP＄12  
11（99WORDS）  
absence NN 11 
appearVBll  
badJJll  
book NN 11 
chief JJ 11 
abuses NNS 11 
AprilNNPll  
benefits NNS 11 
books NNS 11 










close VBl1  
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cammission NN 11 
continue VB 11 








！ed VBNll  
necessarilyRBll  











attitude NN 10 
born VBN 10 
color NN 10 
descriptionNNlO  
drawn VBN 10 
efficiencyNNlO  
fashion NN 10 
fire NN 10 
ground NN 10 
Hudson NNP 10 
inferences NNS 10 
kinds NNS 10 
nine CDlO  
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COmprehensiveJJll  
CredibilityNNll  
defense NN 11 
difference NN 11 
emer・geVBll  
fatalities NNS 11 




lies VRZ 11 
newspaperNNll  
o仔INll  
play VB 11 
providedVBNll  
recyclingNNll  
senses NNS 11 
StumblingVBGll  
typicallyRBll  








humans NNS 11 
industryNNll  
LC NNP 11 
mascu！i！leJJll  
North NNP 11 
ourselves PRP 11 
pointsNNSll  
providesVBZll  







described VBN 11 
efforts NNS 11 
essentialJJll  
force NN 11 
goalNNll  
identified VBN 11 
interpretedVBNll  
learn VB 11 
media NNSll  




satisfaction NN 11 
SpeakVBll  
tension NN 11 
versusINll  
adults NNS 10 
application NN 10 
avoid VB 10 
BritishJJlO  
COnSequenCeSNNSlO  
desire NN 10 
education NN 10 
estimated VBN 10 
feelingVBGlO  




likewise RB 10 
numbers NNSlO  
affl11enCe NNlO  
approachNNlO  
behaviorsNNSlO  
causes NNS 10 
COrpOrateJJlO  
devices NNS 10 
effectNNlO  
executive NN 10 
fewerJJRlO  





occurs VBZlO  
aluminum NN 10 
ask VB 10 
benefit NN 10 
codes NNS 10 
define VB 10 
draw VB 10 




household NN 10 
inaccurateJJlO  
Kim NNP 10 
maintain VB 10 
options NNS 10 
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reduce VB 10 
reportedVBDlO  
senator NN 10 














successful JJ 10 
terms NNS 10 
passagesNNSlO  
premiseNNlO  
realize VB 10 
religionNNlO  
rose VBD 10 
SignificantJJlO  
stand VB 10 
term NNlO  SuStainabilityNNlOtalkVBlO  
theoryNNlO  
TV NNlO   
9（133WORDS）  
acceptedVBN9  
agree VB 9 
attack NN 9 
became VBD 9 
beyondIN9  





discover VB 9 
eds．JJ9  
evaluation NN 9 
expertsNNS9  
forests NNS 9 
furthermore RB 9 
grantedVBN9  
host NN 9 
items NNS 9 
1etVB9  











author NN9  
advantage NN9 
associated VBN 9 
balancedJJ9  
belowIN9  
cancer NN 9 
China NNP 9 
closerJJR9  
consumer NN 9 
deadJJ9  
directlyRB9  
economies NNS 9 
ensure VB 9 
advance NN 9 
aspectsNNS9  
auto NN 9 
beginning－Of・1ifeJJ9beliefN
block NN 9 
CertainlyRB9  





emotions NNS 9 
expectationsNNS9  
expressVB9  
France NNP 9 
girlNN9  
guideNN9  
idea NN 9 










consensus NN 9 
dangerousJJ9  
dimension NN 9 
eat VB 9 
EnglandNNP9  
expendituresNNS9experimentalJJ9  
followed VBD 9 
function NN 9 
grainNN9  
hold VB 9 
involve VB 9 










London NNP 9 
minds NNS 9 
0ppOnentNN9  
physiciansNNS9 pieceNN9  
politicsNN9  pregnancyNN9  
psychologyNN9 rarelyRB9  
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recognitionNN9  
review NN 9 
sentence NN 9 
soilNN9  
StepSNNS9  
Thomas NNP 9 
validJJ9  
vision NN 9 





calls VBZ 8 
COmmOnlyRB8  
confusion NN 8 
dailyJJ8  
demand NN 8 
effortNN8  
executives NNS 8 
fallNN8  
forestNN8  
heard VBN 8 
insideIN8  





moreover RB 8 
numerousJJ8  
otherwise RB 8 
raw JJ 8 
regionsNNS9  




took VBD 9 
vase NN 9 
WeightNN9  
requireVB9  
section NN 9 
SimilarlyRB9  
SpendingNN9  
structure NN 9 
trainingNN9  
resource NN 9 
select VB 9 
smellNN9  
stated VBN 9 
SymbolicJJ9  
universalJJ9  
verbalJJ9  verifiableJJ9  
wood NN9  writes VBZ 9 
abortuses NNS 8 
alternatives NNS 8 
birth NN 8 
ChangingVBG8  
communicatorNN8  
considered VBN 8 
decade NN 8 
determiningVBG8  









line NN 8 
malls NNS 8 
movements NNS 8 
observe VB 8 
PaulNNP8  
recentlyRB8  
activities NNS 8 
analysisNN8  
bottom NN 8 
church NN 8 
concerns NNS 8 
consume VBP 8 
decisions NNS 8 




fuels NNS 8 
ideologyNN8  
addition NN 8 















letter NN 8 





record NN 8 
rests VBZ 8 
satisfied VBN 8 
services NNS 8 
JanuaryNNP8  
1aboratoryNN8  
levels NNS 8 
logicNN8  
models NNS 8 




risk NN 8 
Scheflen NNP 8 
shape NN 8 
responsibilityNN8restNN8  
risksNNS8  safetyNN8  
SCOreSNNS8  selectiveJJ8  
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sheet NN 8 
standards NNS 8 
summer NN 8 
transportNN8  
unsafeJJ8  
wisdom NN8   
7（172WORDS）  
acceptableJJ7  




Britain NNP 7 
choice NN 7 
COgnitiveJJ7  
consumers NNS 7 
definingVBG7  
didn’t MD7  
DNA NNP 7 
droodles NNS 7 
end－Of－1ifeJJ7  
existed VBD 7 




hours NNS 7 
humanityNN7  
interaction NN 7 
kilometers NNS 7 
1atitllde NN7  




opposition NN 7 







success NN 8 
tells VBZ 8 
ultimatelyRB8  
vasりJ8  
wish VBP 8 













courses NNS 7 
demographicsNN7  
discussed VBN 7 








house NN 7 




Lomax NNP 7 
maleJJ7  
Mitford NNP 7 
occurred VBD 7 
0ughtMD7  
accident NN 7 




business NN 7 
climates NNS 7 
concession NN 7 
cutVB7  
destruction NN7  
ad NN 7 
affluent JJ 7 
animals NNS 7 
AsianJJ7  




December NNP 7 
determine VB 7 
distinguishVB7 diversityNN7  
door NN7  drink NN 7 
ecologicalJJ7  




head NN 7 




examine VB 7 
farther RB 7 
forth RB 7 
giftNN7  
heads NNS 7 
hotJJ7  
humaneJJ7  
influences NNS 7 
introductionNN7IrishJJ7  
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1ateJJ7  
lines NNS 7 
lookingVBG7  
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popt11ationsNNS7 possiblyRB7  




refer VB 7 






treated VBN 7 
typicalJJ7  
vehicles NNS 7 
white JJ 7 
‘（2‘2WORDS）  
activityNN6  





bus NN 6 
ChallengeNN6  
coffee NN 6 
committee NN 6 
consciousness NN 6 
COntraryJJ6  
critics NNS 6 
dealingVBG6  
describe VB 6 
determined VBN6  
distinction NN 6 
eightiesNNS6  
encourageVB6  









sexes NNS 7 
SpOntaneOuSJJ7  
SupremeNN7  
traits NNS 7 
typesNNS7  
vehicle NN 7 
week NN 7 




removed VBN 7 





tries VBZ 7 
unfavorableJJ7  
wallNN7  
wildlife NN 7 
programsNNS7  




serve VB 7 
sofりJ7  
StOpVB7  
touch NN 7 
two－dimensionalJJ7  
VaryVBP7  
wastes NNS 7 
works NNS 7 












customs NNS 6 
decide VB 6 
designNN6  
device NN6  
Africa NNP 6 
anxietyNN6  
article NN 6 
awkwardJJ6  
beganVBD6  
biomass NN 6 
CapaCityNN6  
ChicagoNNP6  
comatose NN 6 
COmplexJJ6  
consumeristNN6  
created VBN 6 
date NN 6 
decides VBZ 6 
designedVBN6  
director NN 6 
agreementNN6  
appliesVBZ6  
Asia NNP 6 
babyNN6  
beneficialJJ6  
board NN 6 
CarefullyRB6  
classes NNS 6 






desires NNS 6 
discoveredVBN6  
durableJJ6  
encounters NNS 6 
excessiveJJ6  
factors NNS 6 
foreigner NN 6 
distribution NN6 doctors NNS6  














heart NN 6 
HenryNNP6  




knows VBZ6  
1egalizedVBN6  
1iberalizingVBG6  
manner NN 6 
mechanism NN 6 
mereJJ6  
misunderstandingNN6  
network NN 6 
nonetheless RB 6 












Richard NNP 6 
save VB 6 
sex NN 6 
SpainNNP6  
stations NNS 6 
sun NN 6 
gained VBD 6 
gotVBD6  
growVB6  







王ack NN6  
1egallyRB6  
limits NNS 6 
marriageNN6  
medium NN 6 












reaction NN 6 
refers VBZ 6 
relations NNS 6 
researcher NN 6 
rise NN 6 





gave VBD 6 
governmentSNNS6  
growingVBG6  
Harvard NNP 6 
held VBN 6 
husband NN 6 
immediateJJ6  
increasingVBG6  





hence RB 6 
ideologicalJJ6  
impressionNN6  
industries NNS 6 
irreversibleJJ6  
judgmentsNNS6 killVB6  
1argelyRB6  
1egsNNS6  
lose VB 6 
masculinityNN6  
mentallyRB6  
millions NNS 6 
Nader NNP 6 
news NN 6 
NorwayNNP6  
offers VBZ 6 
oriented VBN 6 
passesVBZ6  





readers NNS 6 
reflects VBZ 6 
relativelyRB6  
retailJJ6  
run VB 6 
schools NNS 6 
solid〃6  
stands VBZ 6 
StylesNNS6  
SuppOSeVBP6  
1eave VB6  
1ettingVBG6  
loss NN 6 
measured VBN 6 
merchants NNS 6 
minorJJ6  
Nazism NNP 6 













return NN 6 




subsidies NNS 6 
survivalNN6  
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sustain VB 6 
tax NN 6 
tests NNS 6 
traffic NN 6 
union NN 6 
views NNS 6 
wind NN 6 
written VBN6   
5（33‘WORDS）  
absolutely RB 5 
acid NN 5 
advanced VBD 5 
agricultureNN5  
argumentativeJJ5  






circus NN 5 
clothes NNS 5 
completelyRB5  
consistencyNN5  
consumed VBN 5 
convince VB 5 
courts NNS 5 
damageNN5  
defend VB 5 
denyVB5  
determines VBZ 5 
discuss VB 5 
dogsNNS5  
dress NN 5 
encounter NN 5 
equalityNN5  
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thinks VBZ 6 
tried VBD 6 
users NNS 6 
voice NN 6 
worldwideJJ6  
symboIsNNS6  
teachers NNS 6 
therebyRB6  
trees NNS 6 
unlikelyJJ6  
vocalJJ6  
won VBD 6 
yourselfPRP6  
achieved VBN 5 




base NN 5 
believes VBZ 5 




















advocates NNS 5 
amounts NNS 5 
associates NNS 5 
awareness NN 5 
beingsNNS5  
calories NNS 5 
causalJJ5  
ChallengesNNS5  
child NN 5 
classroom NN 5 
communitiesNNS5  
confused VBN 5 
COnStantJJ5  
convention NN 5 
corr・eCtJJ5  








abuse NN 5 
acts NNS 5 
advertisementsNNS5  
aims VBZ 5 
ArgyleNNP5  
avoidance NN 5 
beefNN5  
burned VBN 5 
cards NNS 5 
cessation NN 5 
chargeNN5  




contains VBZ 5 







doubled VBD 5 
drinks NNS 5 
enduringVBG5  
equalsVBZ5  
engineeringNN5 enterVB5  
erosionNN5  established VBN 5 
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eventuallyRB5  
experimentNN5  
favored VBN 5 
femaleJJ5  






Hil！s NNP5  
Howard NNP 5 
illustrate VB 5 
exceptionNN5  
faced VBN 5 
fear NN 5 
fit VB 5 
foregroundNN5  





Hit！er NNP5  
exists VBZ 5 
factories NNS 5 
features NNS 5 




GNP NNP 5 





feed NN 5 
follows VBZ 5 






househo！ds NNS5  







losses NNS 5 
Maine NNP 5 
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i．e．FW5  ideas NNS 5 
illustratesVBZ5 imagineVB5  
implicationsNNS5impliesVBZ5  increasesNNS5  
indicate VB 5 
intervene VB 5 
Jensen NNP 5 
Korea NNP 5 
1eadingVBG5  
love NN 5 
majorityNN5  
mentalJJ5  
mistakes NNS 5 
motherNN5  
netJJ5  








rates NNS 5 
references NNS 5 
replacedVBN5  
researchers NNS 5 
inevitablyRB5 inferVB5  
introducedVBN5irrelevantJJ   
JessicaNNP5  
lands NNS 5 
letters NNS 5 
machines NNS 5 




looks VBZ 5 
magazineNN5  
meant VBD 5 
Miller NNP 5 
misunderstandingsNNS5 destJJ5  
MVMA NNP5   name NN5  
noted VBD5  notes NNS 5 
observed VBN 5 observer NN 5 
0ppOSeVB5  0ptionNN5  
0utSideIN5  0VerCOnSumptionNN5  




raised VBN 5 
reactor NN 5 







reduces VBZ 5 
release NN 5 
requiredVBN5  
restaurants NNS5  
文化論集第14号   
roadNN5  ruleNN5  runningVBG5  
116   
revealed VBD 5 
SageNN5  
sciences NNS 5 
SelectingVBG5  
silent〃5  
somehow RB 5 
SpendVB5  
StandingVBG5  
succeeded VBN 5 
SanDiegoNNP5  
scientists NNS 5 
sellVB5  





SatisfyVB5  scarcityNN5  
SCrapNN5  seekVB5  
SidesNNS5  signsNNS5  
SimplerJJR5  so－CalledJJ5  
sound NN5  sounds VBZ 5 
StageNN5  standardJJ5  
StrengthNN5   substituteNN5  
SuppOrtedVBN5 surfaceNN5  
5 surroundingVBG5surveyNN5  suspectVBP5  surprisingly RB 
SwedeiiNNP5  
therapyNN5  
threatens VBZ 5 
transition NN 5 
twice RB 5 
unknownJJ5  
video NN 5 
voters NNS 5 
WaitingVBG5  
Wi11iam NNP5  
taste NN 5 
thirtyCD5  
town NN 5 
transplantationNN5  





workers NNS 5 
taughtVBN5  
threatNN5  










transit NN 5 
turningVBG5  
uniqueJJ5  
variations NNS 5 
vividJJ5  
Wadswor・th NNP5  
whom WP 5 
YousefNNP5  
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